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Summary: A short, pointless oneshot about when Astrid said "No one is
kissing me on the lips, EVER" Also, an apology for being gone for so
long, and a big announcement about my up-coming fanfics!

    Watch What You Say, Astrid

**Umm... hey? CraziLexa here, formally HTTYDComedyGirl, what's up?
Heh, heh... OKAY, OKAY. I KNOW IT'S BEEN _WAAAY _LONGER THAN 2 MONTHS
AND I AM SO SORRY, BUT LIFE GOT IN THE WAY AND... yeah, I'll stop
shouting now. But guys, to make it up to you, here's a oneshot
annnd... Here's big news... BUT, I'm gonna be evil and make you wait
until you have read my oneshot. If you want to, ya probs don't but...
Okay, I'll stop rambling and let ya read. If ya want to... Enjoy if
you do read! ~CraziLexa ;P**

**(Takes place in season 2, episode 8 of Riders of Berk) **"No one is
kissing me on the lips, EVER!" Astrid exclaimed. Suddenly a bright
blue light shone in front of her, and a toffee skinned teenage girl
with dark brown frizzy hair and geeky glasses appeared, wearing
skinny black jeans, battered Converse, and a black T-shirt with what
looked liked Toothless' eyes on the front. She walked over to Astrid,
an amused expression on her face. She took out a tablet and held it
towards the Hooligan. On the screen, a short video was
showing;

**Astrid: See? I told you it was you it was in here.**

**She places her hand upon Hiccup's chest, then quickly pokes the
dorsal**

**fin button, popping it open. She GIGGLES.**

**Hiccup: Ha, ha. Still doing that one? That's hilarious. (THEN) Come
here, you.**



**He scoops Astrid close and pulls her into a kiss. Gobber covers
a**

**gawking boy's eyes.**

**Gobber: Ooh.**

**~End Clip**

"Watch what you say, Astrid." The girl from the future says, turning
from the Viking and disappearing in a flash of blue light. Astrid
stared, stunned at what she'd just seen. Totally impossible. Her and
Hiccup - if that was her and Hiccup, they look so different from now
- were in some kind of relationship, and Hiccup kissed her on the
lips. And from the looks of things, that wasn't the first time he'd
done that. It made her wonder what the Hell is going to happen in the
next couple of years. ~End~

**Did ya peeps like it? I know, the joke is old now, but all I saw
was gifs on Tumblr, and no fanfics. Soo... ya'll know the rest.
Anyways, if you want to know what's gonna happen next month, click
that 'lil button that says 'next'. Go on, what ya waiting for? Move
ya butts! MOOOVE! ~CraziLexa ;P Ya moved yet? MOVE!**

End
file.


